Island Update

Island Training Updates Slew of Courses to Stay Current with IBM® Rational® Versions
Unveils New Test Drive for IBM Rational Quality Manager
New Curriculum
Courseware is now available to support the 4.0.2 release of Jazz™ CLM (which
includes Rational Team Concert™, Rational Requirements Composer, and Rational
Quality Manager), Rational ClearCase® 8.0, ClearCase MultiSite® 8.0 and Rational
Software Architect 8.5.
“There’s a reason we race to keep our curriculum current with the latest versions
coming from the Rational development team,” said Jim Herron, co-founder and chief
technology officer of Island Training Solutions. “Our goal, always, is to support
deployments of the most advanced IBM Rational tools and practices.”
Key Island Training curriculum updates include, for ClearCase 8.0 users, the
integration of ClearTeam Explorer and, for Jazz users, training has been extended for
the following interfaces and roles:
• Rational Team Concert Web interface for business analysts, managers, and
other contributors
• Rational Team Concert Eclipse™ interface and Visual Studio interface for
developers
• Rational Team Concert Shell interface for developers (new to RTC in 4.0)
• Rational Team Concert for System z® Enterprise integrated RDz interface for
enterprise developers
New Test Drive
Test drives are now available for Rational Quality Manager, a comprehensive testing
tool. Island Training’s free test drive is designed to let quality professionals around
the globe see for themselves the capabilities of Rational Quality Manager.
Participants can connect—from their own desks—to Island Training’s virtual
classroom for a remote, hands-on experience led by an expert Island instructor.
There is no software to download and no license required. Test drives are available at
numerous times and dates to accommodate different work schedules around the
globe. To register for a free test drive, go to www.islandtraining.com/testdrives.html.

IBM, Rational, Rational Requirements Composer, Rational Asset Manager and Rational Team Concert are
trademarks of International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.

“Our goal, always, is to support
deployments of the most
advanced IBM Rational tools
and practices.”
- Jim Herron
Co-founder, CTO, Island Training

About Island Training
Island Training Solutions provides
expert training, consulting, and
mentoring focused exclusively
on IBM Rational software tools.
We offer the opposite of one-sizefits-all software training. Our
unique modular training model lets
clients configure a curriculum that
precisely fits their specific needs.
And we offer role-based training
with a typical 80/20 lab/lecture
mix so students get hands-on
experiences with live, world-class
instructors learning
the specific tasks that will help
them be more successful in their
roles. Classes are offered
anywhere@anytime via virtual
classrooms that let us stretch
across locales and time zones
to consistently accommodate
student needs.
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